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We just want to remind you about 
some important things about 
contacting LJHA. 

Due to Covid, our Reception is still 
closed for any face-to-face visits.

We’ve made some small changes 
to contacting LJHA via phone. 
When you call the office (0113 320 
7777), the voicemail options have 
been cut down to just 2 options. 
Press 1 for Repairs, and 2 for 
Reception and anything else.

If you ring us out of hours, the 
message will tell you to call our 
emergency out-of-hours number.

Alternatively, you can call the 
number directly on 07776 296318.

If there is no answer, you won’t 
be able to leave a voicemail. 
However, your number will appear 

Contacting LJHA

Hi everyone, I hope this issue of 
@Home finds everyone moving to 
spring in better spirits after a long, 
cold and hard winter for the whole 
country. I always feel springtime 
brings a certain sense of optimism 
with it, be it the first warming rays 
of the sun or early season flowers 
blooming, it’s a real tell-tale that 
we’re heading to warmer brighter 
times.
 
We’ve had to change so much this 
past year. We closed reception, 
asked many people to work from 
home and for those working on 
site, change their roles significantly 
in order to follow government 
guidance. I can imagine this felt 
like we were closing ourselves off 
from residents. Please be assured 
that on behalf of all staff at LJHA 

Hello from Mark

on screen, allowing someone 
to call you back. If the number 
displays ‘Private number’ or 
‘Unknown number’, we won’t be 
able to call you back.

If you ring a member of staff on 
their direct number (if you know 
this), you won’t necessarily be 
able to leave a voicemail, so it’s 
advisable to ring the switchboard.

we are really hoping things can 
return to a sense of normality 
soon, it might take a while to be 
exactly how we all recognise it but 
we’ll get there. We might not be 
all in the office but we are all still 
here for you when you need us so 
please keep in contact.
 
Mark Grandfield, LJHA CEO
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Our Address:
Stonegate Way, 
Queenshill Avenue, 
Leeds, 
LS17 6FD

Reception Open Hours:
Mon-Thu: 9AM - 5PM
Fri:  9AM-2PM
Sat-Sun: CLOSED

Give us a call:
Switchboard:  01133207777
Repairs:  01133207770
Emergency:  07776296318
(out of hours repair line)

Get Online:
Enquiries: info@ljha.co.uk
Repairs: repairs@ljha.co.uk
Facebook: @LJHAinfo
Twitter: @LJHA_info 
Youtube: LJHA
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Island Development and Consultation
In August of last year, LJHA 
undertook resident satisfaction 
surveys. Feedback received 
included a feeling from many 
residents that LJHA need to 
focus on providing more homes 
for families. In response to this, 
we conducted investigations on 
possible sites for redevelopment 
in the LS17 area, concluding 
that the only possible site for 
redevelopment is the ‘island’ area 
between Queenshill Avenue and 
one side of Queenshill Drive.

The area in question can be seen 
in yellow on the image on  the 
right. The current building work is 
shown in the area in white.

In January/February of this year, 
we carried out a consultation 
exercise with residents in the area 
under discussion, as well as the 
wider LJHA resident community. 

At the time of publication, a 
summary report was being 
discussed at the LJHA Board, but 
the key findings were:

• A majority of residents, 
including those who would 
need to leave their current 
homes, are in favour of LJHA 
developing new homes.

• There is a consensus that there 
should be a mixed housing 

stock of apartments for all and 
family homes.

• Any design and planning 
options must ensure that 
environmental/green space 
considerations are adequately 
considered, as well as parking 
and congestion issues.

Queenshill 
Development
LJHA residents living in the 
Queenshill area will have noticed 
that the building work on our new 
sheltered and general needs 
blocks is progressing well, and 
in spite of the fact that the winter 
weather hasn’t helped. You can 
see how things look (at the time of 
going to press) on our website at 
www.ljha.co.uk/news/queenshill-
development/

We still have our monthly meetings 
with residents whose properties 
look out onto the development. 
These have now been opened 
up to anyone who wishes to learn 
more about what is happening on 
the site. We’ve also formed a Hot 
Topic Group to start thinking about 
the interior design, decoration and 
lay-out, and fixtures and fittings for 
both blocks. Thanks to everyone 
who has volunteered to be part 
of this group – your feedback is 
invaluable!

Sheila Saunders Lawn
We’re also in the middle of a 
plan of refurbishment at Sheila 
Saunders Lawn, which should be 
finished by June. Work to replace 
the conservatory roof began 
in February, and was due for 
completion on 12th March. 

There will be also be replacements 
to the doors, both to each flat, and 
any communal doors to ensure 
that these are fully fire-proof. 
Redecorating and improvements 
to the flooring will be taking place 
in all communal areas. Faruq 
Kidiwala, our Property Services 
Manager, will be producing 
monthly bulletins for all residents to 
keep them updated on progress.

High Moor Close
At High Moor Close, we are in 
process of replacing kitchens 
and bathrooms in some of the 
properties. You can see a before 
and after photo of the bathrooms 
below. 

This will continue into the next 
financial year. 

Update on Current Building and Building Improvements work at LJHA:

Before

After
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New LJHA staff
Since our last magazine was 
published in October, some new 
staff have joined LJHA:

Richard Blackburn has rejoined 
us as Surveyor. His last role was 
temporary, but he has now joined 
permanently. 

Some of you may remember him 
from when he worked at LJHA.

Richard Blackburn

Anne Howes

Anne Howes joined us as Housing 
Support Worker in November of 
last year.

Getting to know our Board members
LJHA have a Board of Management responsible for the overall strategic 
direction of the organisation supported by 2 Sub-Boards that carry out a 
more detailed scrutiny and support role. 
 
Our Board take overall responsibility for leading LJHA whilst our Sub-
Boards challenge activity at a more detailed level.  

The Operations sub-Board monitor the operational performance 
of LJHA in terms of the areas covered by the Regulator of Social 
Housing’s Consumer Standards, including tenant-facing services and 
property-related services. 

The Finance, Risk and Audit Sub-Board focus on all aspects of Finance, 
Audit, Resources and Risk within LJHA and the Regulator of Social 
Housing’s Economic Standards.

In this magazine, we focus on the members of the Operational Sub-
Board, chaired by Adam Baxter.

Malik Ahmad has changed his 
role at LJHA from Housing Officer 
to Compliance Co-ordinator. In 
his new role, he will be managing 
LJHA’s regulatory obligations. 

At the time of writing, we were in 
the process of recruiting for an 
Income Recovery Officer, who will 
pick up some of Malik’s previous 
responsibilities.

Malik Ahmad

Adam Baxter Jayne Wynick Marcia Levy

Michelle Anderson-Dore Penni Whyman Robert Sandler

Philip Myers Howard Foreman Ruth Kayman
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Tenant Satisfaction Survey
The second part of our Tenant Satisfaction Survey will be launched after 
12th April for the 50% of tenants who didn’t receive the survey last year.
The results of the first part of the survey can be found below. Thanks 
to our Tenant Satisfaction Hot Topic Group, and also participants in 
some follow-up focus groups, we have been working through an action 
plan, looking at some of the key findings from the first part of the survey. 
These include:
 
• Ensuring that the repairs process includes confirmation of time and 

access requirements.
• Clarification on Emergency, Urgent, or Routine repairs.
• Clarifying Property Services staff roles on website, and creating staff 

“whos who” and roles and publicise.
• Looking at how we can roll out Deaf and Disability Awareness 

training online. 
• Once Covid has eased, we also plan regular inspections of each 

area with Resident Ambassadors.
 
We’re committed to listening to the voice of residents to make things 
better for everyone. We now have a “You Said We Did” page on the 
LJHA website at: www.ljha.co.uk/engage/yousaidwedid.

Hot Topic Groups
Our other Hot Topic Groups have 
also been helping us to make 
decisions on various aspects of 
LJHA. 

• Our Gardening Hot Topic 
Group helped us to put 
together a tender document for 
a new gardening and grounds 
maintenance contractor. 
They also looked through 
the responses from the 3 
companies who submitted 
proposals and some of the 
group helped us to shortlist 
and interview. We hope to 
have made a decision on 
the successful contractor by 
the time this newsletter is 
published.

• We also have a Repairs 
Hot Topic Group, who have 
helped us to review the service 
charge letters, which all of 
you will have received at the 
start of March. The group will 
be helping us to monitor the 
quality of our repairs service, 
and will also be involved in a 
repairs tender to take place 
later this year.

 
If anyone is interested in getting 
involved with our Hot Topic 
Groups, please contact Simon 
Phillips at:
simon.phillips@ljha.co.uk, 
or on 0113 859 2228
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Resident Consultative Group and Resident Ambassador updates

Resident Consultative Group (RCG)

Our RCG represents the top-level of resident involvement, advising on 
key strategic issues across LJHA. The group currently has 6 members, 
representing both General Needs and Sheltered Housing residents. The 
current members are Sally Brown, David Gloan, Hilary Jones, Marcia 
Levy, Lizzi Pell, Trude Silman, and Niki Yoshua.

One of the big things that the RCG have been doing is advising LJHA 
on how to roll out the National Housing Federation’s Together with 
Tenants Charter. The Charter is a set of 6 commitments, setting out 
clear expectations for what residents can expect from their landlord.

We will be working with the RCG to help us assess what we need to 
do across all of the 6 areas, and putting together an action plan to 
demonstrate what we will do across these 6 areas. The RCG will also 
be helping us with a self-assessment against the Regulator of Social 
Housing standards. 

Resident 
Ambassadors
Thank you for the continued work 
of our Resident Ambassadors, 
engaging with, and listening to 
their neighbours to find out what 
matters to them on a day-to-day 
basis. 

At the moment, we still need 
Ambassadors for the following 
locations:

• Cranmer Gardens
• High Moor Close
• Queenshill Gardens
• Skyte House
• Stone Court 

Please contact Simon Phillips for 
more information at:
simon.phillips@ljha.co.uk, 
or on 0113 859 2228
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Thank you to LJHA Residents
Sheila and Barrie Learman were 
the winners of the £50 Love to 
Shop voucher after their name was 
picked from the list of residents 
who completed the first part of the 
Tenant Satisfaction Survey.

As 2020 came to a close, Engie, 
who are currently working 
with LJHA on the Queenshill 
Development, together with LJHA, 
celebrated the inspirational work 
of residents who have provided 
assistance and support to other 
people, whether fellow LJHA 
residents or the wider community.

A total of 6 people across a 
range of LJHA developments and 
properties, were nominated by 
LJHA staff, receiving gifts courtesy 
of Sweet Treats, and recognised 
for helping other people in a 
variety of ways.

Ellie Sheaf and Lucas Baker from 
High Moor Close were nominated 
for buying items of shopping for 
their neighbours who were unable 
to go out themselves due to 
lockdown.

Sylvia and Ken Hebden from 
Stonegate Way were rewarded 
for commencing a long-term 
sponsorship of a family in need 
at the beginning of December. 
They are pictured here with 
Simon Phillips, LJHA Community 
Engagement Officer.

Fellow Stonegate Way residents 
Val King and Pat Dapin have been 
running social events for residents 
for the past 9 years, including 
pizza evenings, bingo and 
afternoon teas on a Sunday. 
With Covid having prevented 
communal activities, both have 
been a listening ear for residents 
with any queries or concerns, 
as well as ringing anyone who 

may feel isolated. Pat and Val 
are pictured with Juliet Bennett. 
Community Liaison Manager, 
Engie.

Danielle Sapherson of Queenshill 
Avenue, with support from Peter 
North and Kym Keogh, have been 
delivering food, clothing, bedding 
and other supplies to those in need 
as part of the ‘Food from the heart’ 
organisation. 

Danielle and her fellow volunteers 
have established links with multiple 
agencies across Leeds, including 
childrens’ centres and women’s 
refuges.

LJHA are having regular meetings 
with Engie to talk about social 
value/community project activities.
This will include working at local 
schools offering careers advice, 
placements. We are also working 
together to potentially develop a 
community area at the bottom of 
Queenshill Gardens.

Thank you to LJHA Residents

Sheila and Barrie Learman

Ellie Sheaf

Pat Dapin, Val King and Juliet 
Bennett

Danielle Sapherson and Peter 
North 

Sylvia and Ken Hebden Lucas Baker
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LOVE IS IN THE AIR 
(by Monica Cooper, Skyte House)

At this time of year we should vibrate love
And send it out on the wings of a dove

All over the world there has been great trauma
So our hearts should be much warmer

It’s time for caring and sharing with all the people
Shouting it from the highest steeple
It has been a year to open ones eyes
2020 has certainly been a surprise

With worry, hunger, fear and being alone
Make sure your always at the end of a phone
So as I said everyone should open their heart

And lets hope that next year will start
With thoughts of what has been and what will be

Let the new world bring peace ,prosperity, health and a nice cup of tea
Let things grow, let us all blossom

Start cooking your pancakes and toss-um
I end this poem with a wish of good will
Read it well, but don’t forget your pill.

Love to you all

If home isn’t a safe space for you, support is available from 
Leeds Domestic Violence Service (LDVS) at ldvs.uk
Support is available via the LDVS helpline on  
0113 246 0401. 

If calling is unsafe, a web-chat service is now being offered 
from Monday-Friday between 1pm-3pm and Tuesday to 
Thursday from 7.30pm-9.30pm via  
leedswomensaid.co.uk

If you’re in immediate danger, call 999 (press 55 after the 
emergency number if you’re in danger and unable to speak)
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